With SPARC lab, Moro school visualise success

By a Correspondent

Moro Secondary School has become the latest beneficiary of a Solar-Powered Renewable Access to Educational Computing (SPARC) Lab. At the ceremony, the school’s administration and teachers revealed the newly installed system has improved performances of its students, hence trigger tremendous improvements in their academic performance.

The school is grateful for the donation and we look forward to installing more of such systems at schools in the region and is not taking it for granted, well aware that numerous other schools are desperate to have such system installed at their schools but have not been as lucky due to budget constraints. However, with a population of over 1,000 students and 50 teachers, the school could not have been as lucky due to budget constraints. Howev-

The PEF Executive Director, Eng. Alwis Mathias handed over the SPARC lab to the Headmistress of Nanenane Secondary School, Ms. Madabi during a brief ceremony held recently in Morogoro Region where the school is located.

Nanenane Secondary School students using the computers donated to their school recently.

"We will make sure this system augers well with our school curriculum. The PEF and our school management deserve a pat on the back for installation of this technology," he said.

On the other hand, Mr. Rashidani Lema, the Nanenane Secondary School teacher responsible for overseeing management of the SPARC lab, was all smiles after witnessing the handover ceremony.

"Indeed, installation of the computers marks a milestone in my academic journey at Nanenane Secondary School. My dream is to become a doctor. I'm working very hard and I'm determined to harness the notion that female students cannot excel in science subjects. I will keep my fingers crossed until I achieve my dream," he said.

The school is grateful for the donation and is not taking it for granted, well aware that numerous other schools are desperate to have such system installed at their schools but have not been as lucky due to budget constraints. However, with a population of over 1,000 students and 50 teachers, the school could do with the second SPARC lab whose package includes additional 15 computers and expansion of solar system.

"With SPARC lab, Moro school visualise success..."